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ABSTRACT 
The Support vector machine is statistical learning method but 

it is also recognized as another approach to solve and simplify 

data classification. SVM have been discovered as one of the 

successful classification techniques for many areas and 

application and it works on different datasets and gives 

appropriate result. There is a noise or irrelevant data present in 

datasets which leads to poor result so to remove those 

meaningless data some approaches are introduced for better 

result. In this paper an introduction of SVM (Support Vector 

Machine) and various noise estimation and noise removal 

methods based on support vector machine is presented. 

Keywords 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
For data classification support vector machine is a very useful 

technique. SVM are supervised learning models in machine 

learning approach, this model is with the combination of 

different learning algorithms which observe data and 

recognizable patterns used for classification and regression 

analysis. Bayesian decision, or neural networks are different 

methods to classify any data but SVM [1] is recognized as a 

very easy to use method than other methods in data 

classification. Another method is not required because support 

vector machine classifier gives very good output or result with 

a minimum data set. Hence minimum amount of problem is 

obtained because SVM gives an easy way to produce better 

classification results.  

The foundation of SVM is introduced and developed by 

Vapnik [2] which are very simple. If irrelevant or noisy data is 

used then support vector machines (SVM) is a method which 

produce improved classification and accuracies. The accuracy 

decreases, if the data is nonlinear or very noisy but it can also 

be improved by using extended data sets in support vector 

machine. SVM can work with binary as well as multiclass 

classifier but when a kernel is chosen in multiclass, sometimes 

there is a limitation of speed and size in training and testing 

but in terms of accuracy this results better when it is combined 

with SVM. 

In real world data is dirty i.e. noisy, missing or incomplete. 

The data cleaning methods remove this irrelevant noise and 

has main focus on the estimation and removal of noise which 

results a data collection process but which is imperfect. From 

an imperfect data collection process, the existed noise removal 

methods have focus on noise removing technique which is 

results of low-level data errors. Many techniques proposed for 

noise estimation and noise removal in different fields. Noise 

estimation techniques are used in many areas like speech 

enhancement [3], noise estimation from a single image [4] and 

many more. To reduce noise from images some filters are 

used which check image details and minimize noise, if any 

noise pixel is detected a noise free filter like LUM [5,6], ROM 

[7], recursive neurofuzzy filters[8], two-pass filter[9] is 

triggered to replace noise and give noise free output and if 

there is no noise in that dataset then it remain unchanged. In 

[7], the method used is applied only to the noisy pixels and 

the detection of noisy pixels is implemented with some 

threshold comparisons. The noisy pixels are replaced with the 

output of a called "Rank ordered mean" (ROM) filter. The 

filter is a modified median filter which input are the pixels in 

a window around the noisy pixel. 

Noise estimation and noise removal methods are sometimes 

difficult to perform. Based on a simple piecewise-smooth 

image, a segmentation-based approach is proposed to 

automatically estimate and remove noise from color images 

[10]. There are many algorithms proposed which uses 

methods like median filters [11,12] and two pass filters[13] to 

remove noise if any image contain a noisy pixel. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is the description 

of SVM, Section 3 provides techniques of noise estimation, 

and Section 4 provides removal using SVM. Finally, 

conclusion is given in Section 4. 

2. SVM METHOD 
SVM is a combination of supervised learning models and 

learning algorithm in machine learning techniques which 

examine data and recognizable patterns, used for classification 

and regression analysis [14]. Firstly support vector machine 

chooses a group of data as input and predict, for every input 

i.e. given. A set of training examples is given, each possess 

one of the two categories, a support vector machine training 

algorithm form a model that allot new examples into one 

category or the another. A support vector machine model is a 

representation of the examples like points in space, mapped so 

that the examples of the individual categories are divided as 

wide as possible by a clear gap [15]. 

Vapnik introduces a new learning machine for two different 

group classification problems which is called as support 

vector network [2,16,17]. In a formal manner SVM builds a 

set of hyperplanes or a hyperplane in a high-dimensional 

space, and that can be used for classification and other tasks. 

The real problem may be defined in a finite dimensional 

space. Because of this reason, the real finite-dimensional 

space is mapped into a much higher-dimensional or infinite 

space, probably making the easier division in that space.  

SVM is based on Statistical Learning Theory [18] but now it 

is also used for different classification task in different areas.  

Some multiclass problems are also solved by SVM classifier 

[19]. SVM is a group of supervised learning technique which 

is used for classification and regression. A support vector 

machine is a type of large-margin classifier [17]: in the 

method a machine learning method based on vector space, 

where the main aim is to determine a decision boundary 

between two classes i.e. far from training data of any point is 

discussed. Starting from the beginning support vector 

machines are made for two-class data sets that can be 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statistical_classification
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Regression_analysis
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separated by a linear classifier and after that model is being 

extended to multi-class problems [15], non-separable data, 

and nonlinear models, and some more SVM performance. The 

data cleaning methods has main focus on the estimation and 

removal of noise. 

SVM is the classifier which also deals with the small data 

sets. In table 1, SVM is compared with different classifiers 

and the analysis result is shown in this table and it is clear that 

the accuracy performance of SVM classifier with Gaussian 

kernel and polynomial kernel on raw data and extended 

attribute is better than back-propagation neural network 

(BPNN), linear discriminant analysis (LDA), C4.5 decision 

tree and logistic regression. In table 1 T1 refers to training and 

T2 refers to testing. 

Table 1. [20] 

Classification Performance of Various Classifiers 

 

                       SVM     SVM     LDA    C4.5   BPNN   Logistic  

                       (poly)    (Gaus)                                      regression 

Raw        T1    93.33    93.33    93.33    93.33    93.33     93.33 

data         T2    68.24    69.41    72.94    55.29    64.71    67.06 

Extend     T1   86.67    93.33    93.33    93.33    93.33     93.33 

attribute   T2   72.94    77.65    75.29    63.53    76.47     71.76 

 

SVM and its various applications are well known for many 

areas, including clustering, intrusion detection, and 

heterogeneous data. SVM literature contains predictor 

variable which is called an attribute, and a transformed 

attribute which is used to describe the hyperplane is known as 

a feature. Selecting the most appropriate representation is 

called as feature selection. A term vector is a group of features 

that explains one case. So the aim of support vector machine 

model is to search the optimal hyperplane that apart (separate) 

clusters of vector in a manner that cases which have one 

category of the target variable are fall on one side of the plane 

and cases of other category are on the other size of the plane. 

Vectors just near to the hyperplane are called support vectors. 

 

Figure 1. A Two-Dimensional Example of SVM 

 

Fig.1 presents an overview of the SVM process [21]. Support 

Vector Machines (SVM) executes very well with noise free or 

meaningless data sets. The accuracy decreases, if the data is 

nonlinear or very noisy. But it is improved, by using extended 

data sets Noise is also regarded sometimes as “meaningless” 

and “irrelevant data”.  

The data cleaning methods has main focus on the estimation 

and removal of noise which results a data collection process 

but which is imperfect. From an imperfect data collection 

process, the existed noise removal methods has focus on noise 

removing technique which is results of low-level data errors. 

But data objects can significantly obstruct data analysis if they 

are irrelevant. Now these objects should also consider as 

noise, if the aim is to improve the data analysis as good as 

possible. Consequently, there is a need for noise estimation 

and removal techniques that remove different types of noise. 

These techniques may also discard a big amount of the data 

just because data sets contain number of noises and repeatedly 

there is a need for techniques like noise estimation and 

removal which discard all the noise. Below are some 

techniques intended for noise removal and estimation to 

enhance data analysis. 

3. NOISE ESTIMATION THROUGH   

SVM 
To estimate the noise through SVM many methods are 

proposed and give better result. Noise estimation methods 

[22] used in different areas like biophysical variable 

estimation [23], estimation of noise in images [24], automatic 

estimation from a single noise[10]. Some of the methods are 

described below: 

3.1 Non parametric noise estimator 
The method for the selection of the two hyperparameters of 

Least Squares Support Vector Machine (LS-SVM) 

approximators with Gaussian Kernels is discussed. A 

Nonparametric Noise Estimator (NNE) has been introduced 

for the selection of the hyperparameters of LS-SVM in the 

paper [25]. Two hyperparameters Gaussian kernels of width σ 

and the regularization parameter λ are taken. The main aim of 

the methodology used in the estimator is to convert γ and σ 

double optimization into simple optimization procedure. The 

double optimization of the metaparameters is very time 

consuming but efficient when used with Least one out(LOO) 

presented in [37]. The method describes in paper [25] is:  

3.1.1) Firstly σ is selected and for each σ, the Nonparametric 

Noise Estimate is performed. 

 

3.1.2) Then to estimate value of γ, bisection method is used. 

 

3.1.3) For every value of σ the error least one out is estimated.  

 

3.1.4) The value of γ and σ minimizing the least one out error 

are selected. 

 

Table 2. Performance of NNE 

 

Example 

Used 

Optimum 

value 

obtained 

for σ 

Corresponding 

value of γ 

Advantage 

Toy  

Example 

0.295 9.727 This method 

reduces 

computational 

time for both 

the results. 

Pumadyn 

Benchmark 

95 6.4749e+008 

 

Table 2 describes the performance of σ and γ for two 

examples. For every value of σ Loo error is calculated having 

1000 samples of toy example with the range of σ from 0.01 to 

0.4 and by step of 0.005 and in another example with 

Pumadyn Benchmark, dataset having 8192 samples, 8 inputs 

and 1 output is taken. In the later example the range of σ is 

between 5 and 110 by step of 5. The Loo error which is 

obtained with respect to σ is 1.81 [25]. 
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3.2 Practical selection of meta-parameters 

for SVM regression: 
In practical selection of meta parameters the methodology 

shows analytic parameter selection directed from training 

data, except resampling technique commonly used in support 

vector machine applications. The proposed parameter 

selection gives good generalization result and is displayed 

empirically by using different high-dimensional and low-

dimensional regression problems. The significance of 

Vapnik’s insensitive loss is pointed further for regression 

problems and with finite samples.  

At the end, a study of generalization performance of support 

vector machine regression with regression using ‘least-

modulus’ loss is compared. For finite sample settings, these 

types of comparisons discover superior generalization 

performance of support vector machine regression [26]. 

3.3 SVM robust function for channel 

estimation 
For the coherent robust demodulation in OFDM i.e. 

orthogonal frequency division multiplexing system, a new 

SVM algorithm is discussed in which support vector machine 

robust version for channel estimation which is specifically 

adapted to orthogonal frequency division multiplexing data 

structure is proposed. It includes two main novelties [27]: 

First, the scheme is discussed which uses the complex 

regression[28] in support vector machine formulation and 

provides simpler scheme than explaining OFDM signal with 

multilevel or nested binary support vector machine 

classification algorithms.  

Second, in presence of impulse noise –Huber robust cost 

function [29] is discovered.  

4. NOISE REMOVAL THROUGH SVM 
The SVM noise reduction is a common structure or 

framework where many implementations can be done. 

Basically there are two types of possibilities are there for 

finding noisy pixel: recursive and non recursive. In non 

recursive method firstly the noisy pixels is find and then 

reconstruction values is obtained using noisy image value. 

Removal of noise can be done by many techniques like 

modified median filter [30], minimize impulse noise by SVM 

[31] and a large number of different methods like wrapper 

approaches[13] and filter approaches[32,33] which take noisy 

dataset and filter all noise and give good result. Some of the 

methods of noise reduction are: 

4.1 Removal of impulse noise in images 
An efficient way to cancel the impulse noise in images by 

using the Support Vector Machines (SVMs) is presented. The 

suppression of impulse noise is a classic problem in nonlinear 

processing, and results show that the SVMs are especially 

useful in the processing. In the new approach presented in[31] 

the classification and the regression based on SVMs is used 

and they present a new algorithm for impulse noise reduction 

which is totally based upon the use of Support Vector 

Machines. They use the SVMs for two tasks: 

4.1.1) Classify the pixels between noisy and not noisy. 

 

4.1.2) Obtain the reconstruction value by means of the SVMs  

regression. 

 

 

 

Table 3. PSNR results in dB [31] 

 

 

Table 4. PSNR results in dB [31] 

 

 

In table 3 and 4 SVM is compared with different techniques. 

The data presented in these tables are the PSNR (Peak Signal 

to Noise Ratio) of the reconstructed images and this is 

measured in dB which is the inverse of normalized 

reconstruction error. 

In the work of removal of impulse noise, a similar scheme is 

implemented but the detection and the substitution of noisy 

pixels is made with SVMs. The pixels of the noisy images are 

classified in ”noisy” and ”not noisy” using the SVMs as 

classifier and the substitution values are obtained with SVMs 

regression.  

The method provides excellent results in PSNR, which 

measures the reconstruction error, in visual quality and in 

maintenance of the edges even for very high rates of noise 

[31]. 

4.2 Noise reduction for instance-based 

learning with a local maximal margin 

approach 
By developing learning techniques which are noise tolerant 

the problem of noise reduction which is present in machine 

learning is finessed. Even-so it is very difficult to make 

instance-based learning noise tolerant and noise reduction still 

plays an important role in KNN classification. There are 

also some other reasons for noise reduction, just for an 

example the elimination of noise results in simpler models 

and data cleansing may also be sometimes as an end.  

A new technique is presented in the paper to reduce the noise 

which gives an advantage of maximum margin classifier that 

bear noise reduction and it is based on local Support Vector 

Machines (LSVM). It gives an alternative to the majority rule 

at which almost each and every already existed noise 

reduction techniques is based. Approximately for each and 

every training example a support vector machine is trained at 

its neighbor and if the support vector machine classification 

 Albert 
20% 30% 40% 50% 

SDROM 30.6  28.61 26.66 24.46 

Median 3x3 27.11 23.13 18.95 15.3 

Median 5x5 26.6 25.93 24.77 22.47 

SVM Median 30% 

training 
33.9 31.35 28.7 26.62 

SVM 30% training 29 27.51 26.83 25.83 

SVM 40% training 32.77 30.27 29.27 27.91 

 Peppers 
20% 30% 40% 50% 

SDROM 31.44 29.3 26.94 24.42 

Median 3x3 29.05 23.84 18.94 15.17 

Median 5x5 30 28.53 26.58 23.57 

SVM Median 30% 

training 
37.68 33.95 28.26 23.57 

SVM 30% training 38.81 36.32 34.05 31.71 

SVM 40% training 38.35 36.08 34.15 32.15 
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for the central example does not match with its real class there 

is proof in favor of deleting it from the training set.  

An empirical evaluation at 15 real datasets is presented which 

shows an improved classification accuracy if training data is 

used which is changed with the method and also particular 

experiments concerning the spam filtering application domain. 

Further assessment on two different artificial datasets where 

two distinct noise types like Gaussian feature noise and 

mislabeling noise and the affect of those class densities are 

presented.  

Finally it is concluded that for real and for artificial datasets 

local support vector machine noise reduction is notably better 

than another analyzed algorithms modified by Gaussian noise 

and also in the presence of uneven class densities [34]. 

4.3 An SVM classifier including 

simultaneous noise reduction 
A different technique which involves symbolization of data 

which remove noise and uses conditional entropy minima for 

the extraction of non-redundant and relevant features is 

proposed in combination with SVM which obtain more strong 

classification algorithm or approach. 3 datasets shows that 

classification efficiency is better when it is tested. The type of 

work shows a new algorithm to discard simultaneously noisy, 

redundant and irrelevant information. The technique applied 

the method which solve dual problem of data symbolization 

and the problems are filtering and noise reduction. In presence 

of some external noise symbolization it works well [32]. The 

data symbolization method includes discretization of raw data 

into a limited set of values which is called symbols which 

minimize noise. After that, compute the conditional entropy of 

class labels to determine if feature is correlated to class or not 

[33]. 

Table 5 [33] 

SVM Classifier results for non-noisy case 
 

Classifier 

Type 

Ionosphere 

data 

Wine data Colon cancer 

data 

Test error (%) Test error (%) Test error (%) 

F1 12.44 5 18.75 

F2 12.44 0 18.75 

F3 5.97 2.5 15.63 

F4 4.98 0 9.38 

Table 5 and 6 describes SVM classifier result for non-noisy 

and noisy case. The original data is taken firstly in this 

process which is directly classifying using SVM algorithm.  

This type of classifier is regarded as F1 in the above tables. 

Sometimes the original data may contain some outliers that 

can be decreased or removed by the method called 

symbolization after that the data obtained is being classified 

and regarded as F2. Then by using conditional entropy further 

irrelevant or noisy features is computed and that conditional 

entropy can be used as relevance filter. After removing noisy 

data sometimes large number of features is left. That can be 

further removed with the help of wrapper system with SVM 

as induction algorithm. After obtaining the relevant attributes, 

numerical value is used for classification purpose. This type 

of classifier is regarded as F3 and F4 is regarded as SVM 

classifier with selected features in symbolized form. 

 

 

 

 

Table 6 [33] 

SVM Classifier results for noisy case 
 

Classifier 

Type 

Ionosphere 

data 

Wine data Colon cancer 

data 

Test error (%) Test error (%) Test error (%) 

F1 16.42 12.5 15.63 

F2 16.42 2.5 12.50 

F3 16.42 12.5 15.63 

F4 14.93 2.5 15.63 

 

The advantage of the type of preprocessing include a 

reduction in total amount of data which is used to achieve 

learning, improved efficiency and accuracy.  

4.4 Edge detection in presence of impulsive 

noise with the use of Support Vector 

Machines 
The paper [35] describes the method for edge detection which 

is discovered in presence of impulsive noise which is based on 

the use of support vector machines. The approach shows how 

support vector machine detect edge in an optimal way. There 

are two ways by which noisy images are processed, first the 

noise is reduced by using support vector machine regression 

and then classification is done using the support vector 

machine classification. By using SVM the reduction process 

of noise is performed. By using the information data in a 3x3 

neighborhood of every pixel a regression process is made in 

the method and then replaces the pixel value with the 

regressed value.  

The result which is obtained with no noise is same as those 

from previous methods and clearly higher in quality when it is 

compared to some previously defined and classical methods in 

noisy images. The results coming from the method shows that 

the approach discussed in paper [35] is better than the 

previous or classical ones when the images are influenced by 

impulsive noise and, besides, it is very good when the images 

are not noisy. 

 
Figure 2. Original image 

   
                     (a)                                          (b) 

Figure 3. Example of noise reduction (a) Noisy image (b) 

No noise image 
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(c)                                                      (d) 

Figure 4. Comparison of edge detectors (a) SVM detector 

(b) Canny edge detector 

 

In figure 2[35] the original image of “house” is taken, the 

images are grey scaled images. Figure 3[35] is the example of 

noise reduction with noisy image and no noisy image. Fig. 3-a 

shows corrupted image having impulsive noise 10% and Fig. 

3-b shows image after using noise reduction process which is 

explained in the paper [35] and lastly Figure 4[35] shows the 

comparison between SVM method and the canny edge 

detector and it is clear with the image that SVM technique is 

superior in this case and it performs better in presence of 

impulsive noise and give good and efficient results. 

4.5 Decision based median type filter for 

image denoising using SVM 
A new decision based filter approach which is based on 

support vector machine that protect image details and 

effectively decreases impulse noise is proposed in the paper. 

By using SVM detector the filter detect that whether an input 

pixel is noisy or not. If any noisy pixel is noticed then with the 

help of LUM (least mean square) filter that pixel is replaced, 

otherwise it remain unchanged. The adaptive LUM filter 

weight can be obtained by using least mean square learning 

algorithm. Finally the result calculated presented in fig. 5 

shows that the proposed technique [11] performs better than 

other decision based median filter if the detail preservation 

and noise suppression is consider. The filter is robust in 

against of different stages of impulse noise. The proposed 

method is ASCV i.e. adaptive support vector classifier based 

filter comprise of a support vector machine impulse detector 

and LUM i.e. low-upper-middle smoothers [5]. 

The ASCV filter uses the support vector machine approach is 

used in which an algorithm of impulse detector is used which 

separate the noise pixels that is corrupted and noise free 

pixels. As in figure 5[11] the picture of cameraman is taken, 

fig 5-a is an original image of that picture fig 5-b is an image 

corrupted by 20% random valued impulsive noise and that 

image is being filtered with different filters like MED, FM 

filter, ATM filter and ASCV filter. According to the Figure 5 

it is clear that ASCV filter is best among all other filters and it 

gives a clear image when the image is corrupt.  

The LUM filter uses a compromised weight and the scalar 

quantizer method and learning approach which is based on the 

LMS algorithm [36] is used to obtain the weight for 

independently every block. 

 

 
(a)                                                (b) 

 

 
(c)   (d) 

 

 
(e)                                                (f) 

Figure 5. Subjective visual quality of restored image 

‘Cameraman’ (a) Original image, (b) image corrupted by 

20% random-valued impulsive noise, and images filtered 

by (c) MED filter, (d) FM filter, (e) ATM filter and (f) 

ASCV filter[11] 

 

A new decision based median type filter i.e. ASCV based on 

SVM perform very well when compared with different 

techniques it also outperforms in terms of robustness. 

5. CONCLUSION 
Support vector machine is used for both noise estimation and 

noise removal. Support vector machine is used with different 

methods like modified median filter, conditional entropy 

minima for denoising etc. This paper focused on noise 

estimation and noise removal methods with the use of support 

vector machine through different types of algorithms. It is 

clearly given that support vector machine (SVM) can perform 

very well on noise free data sets and can usually achieve 

improved classification and accuracies when the data is noisy, 

among other denoising methods. It is clearly given that SVM 

gives better result than other denoising algorithm. 
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Table 7. Summary of noise removal and estimation methods of SVM 

S.no. Year Method Used Contributors Advantage 

1. 2004 Practical Selection of 

meta-parameters for 

SVM regression [26]. 

Vladimir Cherkassky 

and Yunqian Ma. 

Regression estimates 

performance is depend 

on noise variance 

instead of noise 

distribution. 

2. 2005 Nonparametric Noise 

Estimator for two 

hyperparameters of 

LS-SVM [25]. 

Amaury Lendasse1, 

Yongnan Ji1, Nima 

Reyhani1, and Michel 

Verleysen. 

This method reduces 

computational time for 

both the results. 

3. 2006 New SVM algorithm 

for OFDM coherent 

demodulation. 

[27] 

M. Julia Fernández-

Getino García, José 

Luis Rojo-Álvarez, 

Felipe Alonso-Atienza, 

and Manel Martínez-

Ramón 

The method allows an 

easy implementation 

and a direct choice of 

free parameters, and 

importantly  the cost 

function is robust 

against the other entire 

noise model. 

4. 2001 Edge detection in 

presence of impulsive 

noise with the use of 

Support Vector 

Machines [35]. 

Hilario Gómez-Moreno, 

Saturnino Maldonado-

Bascón, Francisco 

López-Ferreras 

SVM technique is 

superior in this case and 

it performs better in 

presence of impulsive 

noise and gives good 

and efficient results. 

5. 2003 Removal of impulse 

noise in images by 

SVM classifier [31]. 

H. G´omez-Moreno, S. 

Maldonado-Basc´on, F. 

L´opez-Ferreras, and 

P.Gil-Jim´enez 

The method provides 

excellent results in 

PSNR, which measures 

the reconstruction error, 

in visual quality and in 

maintenance of the 

edges even for very 

high rates of noise 

6. 2005 Hybrid Technique with 

SVM to remove noise 

[33]. 

R. Kumar, V.K. 

Jayaraman, B.D. 

Kulkarni. 

The advantage of the 

type of preprocessing 

include a reduction in 

total amount of data 

which is used to achieve 

learning, improved 

efficiency and accuracy. 

7. 2010 Noise reduction 

through instance based 

[34]. 

Nicola Segata, Enrico 

Blanzieri, Sarah Jane 

Delany, Pádraig 

Cunningham 

It gives an advantage of 

maximum margin 

classifier that bear noise 

reduction and it is based 

on local Support Vector 

Machines (LSVM). 

8. 2012 Decision based median 

type filter for image 

denoising using SVM 

[11]. 

 

Tzu-Chao Lin The filter is robust 

against different level 

of impulse noise. The 

method performs better 

than other decision 

based median filter if 

the detail preservation 

and noise suppression is 

consider. 

 

Many wrappers and filters methods as well as hybrid approach 

is used for noise removal in image processing which remove 

noise and gives promising result.  

Table 7 show the summary of methods used in this paper. 

First three methods describe about noise estimation and 

another six methods describe about noise removal technique 

with year and contributors.  

Support vector machine is binary class classifier and firstly it 

was applied for binary or 2 class classification. As written in 

the paper [38] speed and size is the limitation of support 

vector machine in training as well as testing. Even though 

some developers have done their training in multiclass 

classification for SVM classifiers but still there is a scope for 

http://dl.acm.org/author_page.cfm?id=81413607394&coll=DL&dl=ACM&trk=0&cfid=236920832&cftoken=70228009
http://dl.acm.org/author_page.cfm?id=81100382391&coll=DL&dl=ACM&trk=0&cfid=236920832&cftoken=70228009
http://dl.acm.org/author_page.cfm?id=81100382391&coll=DL&dl=ACM&trk=0&cfid=236920832&cftoken=70228009
http://dl.acm.org/author_page.cfm?id=81309510873&coll=DL&dl=ACM&trk=0&cfid=236920832&cftoken=70228009
http://dl.acm.org/author_page.cfm?id=81309510873&coll=DL&dl=ACM&trk=0&cfid=236920832&cftoken=70228009
http://dl.acm.org/author_page.cfm?id=81100562954&coll=DL&dl=ACM&trk=0&cfid=236920832&cftoken=70228009
http://dl.acm.org/author_page.cfm?id=81100562954&coll=DL&dl=ACM&trk=0&cfid=236920832&cftoken=70228009
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further research in multiclass classifiers for classifying data. If 

several limitations related to speed and size is solved then the 

work of SVM can be expanded with multiclass classifier. 

SVM can work with binary as well as multiclass classifier but 

when a kernel is chosen in multiclass, sometimes there is a 

limitation of speed and size in training and testing but in terms 

of accuracy this results better when it is combined with SVM. 
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